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hat are the ISM and the

Local Bubble?

Most of us, at one time or another, have learned that space is a perfectly
empty vacuum. But the vast space between the stars is really not empty, it is
sparsely sprinkled with gas and dust. This 'stuff' between the stars is known as
the interstellar medium (or ISM).
Our solar system is located in an unusual region of space called the Local
Bubble (LB). The LB is a bubble of hot gas, about 300 light years in radius,
surrounded by colder, denser gas in our galaxy. A coffee mug in the average ISM
would contain about 500 Hydrogen atoms; in the Local Bubble, however, it would
contain only 1– or perhaps none at all! This gas is also extremely hot, almost 200
times as hot as the surface of the Sun!
The Local Bubble is bordered by other bubbles which together give our galactic
neighborhood a swiss–cheese–like structure. Astronomers believe our bubble
may have been created by a supernova explosion ten million years ago––the
explosion "blew" most of the gas and dust from the interstellar medium outward. It
is this extremely diffuse gas, inside the Local Bubble, that the CHIPS misson will
be studying.
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The plot above shows density measurements of the gas
which exists in the region around our Sun. Open circles
indicate measurements of low density gas. Cross marked
circles indicate measurements of medium density gas, and solid
dots show the regions where the gas was measured to have the
highest density.

Connect the black dots in the image above to reveal the contour inside which there is no high
density gas. This region is known as the Local Bubble. Compare your contour with the bubble shape
on the front side. An interesting feature of the Local Bubble is the tunnel which extends out to the
lower left side. Scientists are still working to understand the shape and origin of the Local Bubble,
which extends out from the Sun to a distance of about 300 light years (a light year is the distance light
travels in one year).

QUESTIONS:

?

1 Why is the Local Bubble almost spherical? (Hint- think about its creation)
2 The CHIPS satellite will be in orbit around the Earth and detect data from distant gas.

Will CHIPS be looking at gas at the edge of the bubble, gas on the inside of the bubble,
or gas outside the bubble?

3 Assuming the Local Bubble is spherical, with a radius of 300 light years, what would
be the volume of this bubble?

4 Astronomers use units of parsecs for measuring large astronomical distances,
where 1 parsec = 3.26 light years. What is the volume of our Local Bubble in
cubic parsecs?
Check your answers at: http://cse.ssl.berkeley.edu/chips/QandA.html
Please send questions to outreach@ssl.berkeley.edu
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